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Abstract
The infimum respectively minimum of the topological entropies in different spaces are studied
for maps which are transitive or chaotic in the sense of Devaney (i.e., transitive with dense periodic
points). After a short survey of results explicitly or implicitly known in the literature for zero and one-
dimensional spaces the paper deals with chaotic maps in some higher-dimensional spaces. The key
role is played by the result saying that a chaotic map f in a compact metric space X without isolated
points can always be extended to a triangular (skew product) map F in X× [0,1] in such a way that
F is also chaotic and has the same topological entropy as f . Moreover, the sets X×{0} and X× {1}
are F -invariant which enables to use the factorization and obtain in such a way dynamical systems
in the cone and in the suspension over X or in the space X × S1. This has several consequences.
Among others, the best lower bounds for the topological entropy of chaotic maps on disks, tori and
spheres of any dimensions are proved to be zero.
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1. IntroductionWhen studying a dynamical system it is always important to recognize the presence
of chaos and to measure how large it is. Chaos for dynamical systems has been defined
in different ways. One of the often used ‘topological’ definitions of chaos for a discrete
dynamical system (X;f ) given by a continuous selfmap f of an infinite metric space X
is that introduced by Devaney in [23]. Recently a great deal of attention was devoted to
showing that there are many such systems, see [1,4–6,22,27], and the related work [30].
One of the methods of measuring chaoticity is by means of the topological entropy of the
system introduced in [2] (for the basic information on topological entropy we refer the
reader also to [11,15] or [35]).
Nevertheless, before discussing the topological entropy of Devaney chaotic maps we
need here to bring the attention of the reader to some facts concerning the notion of
Devaney chaos.
Let (X,) be a metric space and f :X→X be continuous, written f ∈ C(X). By the
Devaney’s definition of chaos (see [23]), the dynamical system (X;f ) is chaotic if
(1) f is topologically transitive,
(2) the periodic points of f are dense in X, and
(3) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
Recall that f is (topologically) transitive if for every pair of nonempty open sets U and
V in X, there is a nonnegative integer n such that f n(U) ∩ V = ∅. If X is separable and
second category metric space with no isolated points then f is transitive if and only if there
exists x ∈X such that the orbit of x , {f n(x): n= 0,1,2, . . .}, is dense in X (see [34]).
A point x ∈ X is periodic if f n(x) = x for some positive integer n. The smallest n
satisfying this equality is called the period of x .
Finally, the sensitive dependence in (3) means that there is an ε > 0 such that for every
x ∈X and every neighborhoodU of x , there is y ∈U and n 0 with (f n(x), f n(y)) > ε.
If the space X has an isolated point (in particular, if it is a countable compact metric
space) then transitivity implies that the system is just a single periodic orbit. Hence in
such a space there are no Devaney chaotic maps. On the other hand it is known that if X is
infinite then (1) and (2) together imply (3) (see [14,34], or, under the additional assumption
that X is compact, [25]; for a generalization see [3]). Therefore it will not be restrictive
to work with spaces without isolated points and only with conditions (1) and (2) in the
definition.
Let us remark that, of course, systems satisfying these two conditions (or with
transitivity replaced by total transitivity, i.e., the transitivity of all iterates) were studied
before the Devaney’s definition appeared, though they were not explicitly called chaotic
(see, e.g., [24]). The systems satisfying (1) and (2) are called P-systems in [25].
In compact metric spaces in general there is no connection between Devaney chaos and
topological entropy. On one hand, Devaney chaos is a global characteristic of a dynamical
system—a map having a closed invariant set A with nonempty interior and different from
the whole space cannot be transitive. But the positiveness of the entropy may be caused
by the fact that f |A has positive entropy. In many spaces this enables to construct maps
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which are neither transitive nor have dense periodic points and have any prescribed entropy
from [0,+∞]—at least in all spaces containing an interval (more precisely, a subset
homeomorphic with a real compact interval). In fact, on a real interval this is easy to do
and then it is sufficient to use the fact that the interval is an absolute retract (see, e.g., [26]).
On the other hand, there are both Devaney chaotic maps with positive entropy (e.g., all
the maps with the specification property, see [33]) as well as ones with zero entropy (e.g.,
a map from [36], whose domain is topologically a Cantor set).
In the setting of all Devaney chaotic maps in a given spaceX, some interesting questions
can be stated on the quantities
ID(X) := inf{h(g): g ∈C(X) is Devaney chaotic},
MD(X) :=min{h(g): g ∈C(X) is Devaney chaotic},
where h(g) denotes the topological entropy of a map g. Is the infimum zero or positive? Is
it a minimum? (In particular, does Devaney chaos imply the positiveness of the entropy in
a given space or not?) Are we able to compute the exact value of ID(X) for some important
spaces?
First notice that if we are interested only in whether ID(X) is zero or positive and
whether MD(X) exists or not then any of the four possibilities can occur, depending on
the space X. To show this, we are going to give the simplest examples of such spaces
which are known to us (see below for more examples).
Above we have seen that if C is a Cantor set then MD(C) = 0. On the circle S1
we have ID(S1) = 0 but MD(S1) does not exist as follows from [9, Theorem 1.3 and
Proposition 1.4]. To give an example of a space X with MD(X) > 0, recall that on the
interval I = [0,1] topological transitivity implies dense periodicity (it seems that for the
first time this was proved in [32]) and so Devaney chaos on the interval is equivalent with
the topological transitivity. Hence MD(I)= 1/2 log2 (see [17,16]). Finally, there are also
spaces X such that ID(X) > 0 but MD(X) does not exist. Examples exist in the class of
trees (see [13,37] and Proposition 1). To summarize, we have the following table:
ID(X) > 0 ID(X)= 0
MD(X)= ID(X) interval (1/2 log 2) Cantor set
MD(X)  some trees circle
Of course, we would like to know the exact values of ID(X) and MD(X) and not only
for the spaces from the table but also for higher-dimensional spaces. Recall that analogous
questions as formulated by us for ID(X) and MD(X) were studied by many authors for the
quantities IT(X) and MT(X) defined in the same way but with ‘Devaney chaotic’ replaced
by ‘topologically transitive’. Clearly, for any infinite compact metric space X we have
IT(X) ID(X)
and similarly for the minima if they both exist. We have seen that for the Cantor set C it
holds MD(C) = 0 and so in this space there is no difference between the four quantities.
On the other hand, let us repeat that MD(S1) does not exist while MT(S1)= 0 (consider an
irrational rotation) and so in general the situation is not so simple. Nevertheless, there is an
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important class of spaces in which Devaney chaos is equivalent with transitivity and so in
these spaces IT(X)= ID(X) and similarly for the minima if one of them exists. Since the
mentioned class contains many graphs, this enables to carry over the results about IT(G)
and MT(G) known in the literature for such graphs G to ID(G) and MD(G).
Before giving more details, recall definitions. A point p from a continuum X is called
an endpoint of X provided that whenever U  p is an open set, there exists an open set
V such that p ∈ V ⊆ U and the boundary of V consists of precisely one point. An arc
is a homeomorphic image of the closed interval [0,1]. A (connected) graph is a metric
continuum which can be obtained as the union of finitely many arcs any two of which are
either disjoint or intersect only in one or both of their endpoints. A subset of a graph which
is homeomorphic to a circle is called a circuit. A graph without circuits is a tree. A graph
is called an n-star if it is homeomorphic to the set of all complex numbers z such that zn
is in the unit interval [0,1]. Both the 1-stars and 2-stars are homeomorphic to an interval,
therefore we will assume that n 2. Hence, any n-star has n endpoints.
Let X be any connected metric space with a disconnecting interval, i.e., with a subset
J of X which is homeomorphic to an open interval of the real line and, for each x ∈ J ,
X \ {x} has exactly two connected components. It follows from [9, Theorem 1.1] that in
any such space Devaney chaos is equivalent with topological transitivity. Consequently, in
the connected spaces with a disconnecting interval (in particular, on the trees) there is no
difference between IT(X) and ID(X) and similarly between MT(X) and MD(X).
What about if a graph does not have any disconnecting interval? On the circle transitivity
plus the existence of a periodic point are well known to imply Devaney chaos [21]. More
generally, from [18] and [19] (and using the fact that the specification property implies
positive topological entropy [33]) it follows that if f is a continuous transitive selfmap of a
connected graph then either it has a dense set of periodic points (hence is Devaney chaotic)
and has positive topological entropy or has no periodic point, the graph is homeomorphic
to a circle and the map is conjugate to an irrational rotation.
These facts together with results about the entropy of transitive graph maps from the
literature enable directly obtain many facts about ID(G) and MD(G) for graphs. We list
here at least the most important of them:
Proposition 1 [7,9,12,13,37]. Let T be a tree with n endpoints. Then ID(T ) 1
n
log 2. In
some cases the equality holds, in some cases the inequality. In the particular case when
T is an n-star Sn we have MD(Sn)= 1n log 2. There are trees for which MD(T ) does not
exist. 3
Let G be a graph which is not a tree. Then ID(G)= 0 but MD(G) does not exist.
Contrary to the zero and one-dimensional cases, the best lower bound for the topological
entropy of Devaney chaotic maps in, say, the square I 2 has not been known in the literature.
Without dense periodicity, i.e., for transitive maps, the situation is much simpler. In [9] it
was proved that for every n= 2,3, . . . , there are transitive maps in C(In) with arbitrarily
small positive topological entropies. Consequently, IT(In) = 0. Moreover, it was also
3 It is conjectured in [13] and [37] that in fact the stars are the only trees for which MD exists.
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shown there that even MT(In) = 0. Since then it has been an open problem what is the
value of ID(In), i.e., whether the best lower bound for the topological entropy of transitive
maps with dense periodic points in In is still zero or whether it is positive. Another
open problem motivated by [9] was the following: What is the infimum ID(I 2) (minimum
MD(I 2)) of the topological entropies of all Devaney chaotic triangular maps, i.e., maps of
the form F(x, y)= (f (x), g(x, y)) in I 2? (In [9] it was shown that the answer is 1/2 log2
if one considers transitive maps instead of Devaney chaotic ones.) In fact, the main
motivation for the authors of the present paper was to solve these two problems which were
posed by S. Kolyada and the second author at several conferences (see, e.g., [8, p. 41]). In
the present paper we will be able to give answers to both of them. We show that ID(I 2)= 0
(the question whether the minimum exists is still open) and MD(I 2)= 1/2 log2. The fact
that these values are the same as IT(I 2) and MT(I 2), respectively, can be expressed by
saying that, very roughly speaking, to add dense periodicity to topological transitivity may
not significantly increase the entropy.
The solutions of the mentioned problems are only two of many consequences of our
main result which is Theorem 2. It says that a chaotic map f in a compact metric space
X without isolated points can always be extended to a triangular (skew product) map F
in X × [0,1] in such a way that F is also chaotic and has the same topological entropy
as f . Moreover, the sets X × {0} and X × {1} are F -invariant which enables to collapse
one of them to a point or both of them to points. From the system (X×[0,1];F)we obtain
in such a way a new dynamical system in the cone over X or in the suspension over X,
respectively. We may also identify the endpoints of every interval {x} × [0,1], x ∈X, and
to obtain in such a way a dynamical system in the space X× S1. These facts have several
consequences. Among others, the best lower bounds for the topological entropy of chaotic
maps on cubes (disks), tori and spheres of any dimensions are proved to be zero.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove our main result,
i.e., the mentioned extension theorem for chaotic maps. Then, in Section 3 we discuss
consequences of this theorem. Finally, in Section 4 we show how to obtain some analogous
results for transitive maps and we formulate several open problems.
2. Extension theorem for Devaney chaotic maps
So far we have discussed zero and one-dimensional spaces where the results have
been implicitly known. Now we are interested in the entropy of Devaney chaotic maps
in higher dimensions. A typical question is whether such maps in a disk (torus, sphere,
. . .) can have arbitrarily small positive entropy or even zero entropy. Though we speak
on general (continuous) maps, our main tool for finding the answers to some questions of
this type will be the use of triangular (or skew product) maps, i.e., the maps of the form
F(x, y)= (f (x), g(x, y)) defined in a Cartesian product. This is a bit paradoxical because
usually the set of all triangular maps in a given product (say, in the square I 2) is only
nowhere dense in the space of all continuous maps. Some tricks which in spite of it enable
to use the triangular maps for the computation of ID(X) in some spaces will be seen later
in Section 3. Further, we believe that the result we are going to present now is interested
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also in itself, even without its consequences. Finally, it also makes sense to ask what can
be said about the entropy of Devaney chaotic maps in, say, the square if we consider only
triangular maps. In fact, from the point of view of their properties, triangular maps of the
square lie somewhere between interval maps and general two-dimensional maps, therefore
this is a natural question. So, we have several reasons to deal with triangular maps in this
section. Let us start with some definitions.
Let (Xi, i) be metric spaces for i = 1,2, . . . , n. We assume that the set ∏ni=1Xi
is endowed with the metric d(x, y) = max1in i(xi, yi), where x = (x1, . . . , xn) and
y = (y1, . . . , yn). A map F from ∏ni=1 Xi into itself is called triangular if it is continuous
and is of the form
F(x1, x2, . . . , xn)=
(
F1(x1),F2(x1, x2), . . . ,Fn(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
) ()
where Fi(x1, . . . , xi) :
∏i
j=1 Xj → Xi, i = 1, . . . , n. The set of all such maps will be
denoted by C(
∏n
i=1 Xi). When all the spaces Xi are the same, Xi = Y for i = 1,2, . . . , n,
we will simply write C(Y n) and we will always understand that a map F ∈ C(Y n) is
triangular at all levels, i.e., it satisfies ().
Notice that if n  2, we can always think of the map F as a map defined on the
‘rectangle’ (
∏n−1
i=1 Xi)×Xn by F(x, y)= (f (x), g(x, y)), where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1),
y = xn and
f (x)= (F1(x1),F2(x1, x2), . . . ,Fn−1(x1, x2, . . . , xn−1)),
g(x, y)= Fn(x1, x2, . . . , xn).
Here f is also a triangular (and not an arbitrary continuous) map from ∏n−1i=1 Xi into itself
and g(x, y) is a map from (
∏n−1
i=1 Xi)×Xn to Xn.
If we have a ‘rectangle’ X × Y , we can consider the set C(X × Y ) of all triangular
maps from X × Y into itself, i.e., the selfmaps F of X× Y which are continuous and are
of the form F(x, y) = (f (x), g(x, y)) where f ∈ C(X) (f is not necessarily triangular
even if X is a product of other spaces) and g is a continuous map from X × Y to Y . 4
Instead of g(x, y) we can also write gx(y), where gx :Y → Y is a family of continuous
maps depending continuously on x ∈X. We will also shortly write F = (f, gx). The map
f is called the basis map of F and the maps gx are called the fibre maps. The map F splits
the rectangle X×Y into one-dimensional fibres Yx := {x}×Y , x ∈X, such that each fibre
is mapped by F into a fibre. For more information on triangular maps see [28].
If (Z;F) and (X;f ) are dynamical systems and φ :Z→X a continuous surjection with
φ ◦ F = f ◦ φ then (Z;F) is an extension of (X;f ), and (X;f ) is a factor of (Y ;F). If
no misunderstanding can arise we shortly say that F is an extension of f and f is a factor
of F . In particular, if F = (f, gx) ∈ C(X× Y ) then (X× Y ;F) is an extension of (X;f )
and (X;f ) is a factor of (X× Y ;F). Note that both transitivity and dense periodicity are
being preserved by passing to any factor.
4 In this notation, C(Y 3) is not the same as C(Y 2 × Y). In fact, C(Y 3) consists of maps which are
triangular at three levels while C(Y 2 ×Y) consists of maps which are triangular at two (not necessarily at three)
levels.
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Topological entropy of triangular maps was studied in [20,28,10]. We will need the fact
that if X,Y are compact metric spaces and F = (f, gx) ∈ C(X × Y ) then h(F ) h(f ).
Moreover, if Y = I and all the fibre maps gx are (not necessarily strictly) monotone, then
h(F )= h(f ) (use [20, Theorem 17] and [29, Theorem D]).
The symbols ID(X× Y ) respectively MD(X× Y ) will denote the infimum respectively
minimum of the topological entropies of all Devaney chaotic triangular selfmaps of X×Y .
Obviously,
ID(X× Y ) ID(X× Y )
and similarly for the minima if they exist. The symbols ID(Y n) respectively MD(Y n) have
an analogous meaning.
In what follows a special attention is paid to the case Y = I = [0,1] when we can use
the above mentioned fact that the monotone fibre maps do not add entropy to that of the
basis map.
Theorem 2 (Extension theorem for Devaney chaotic maps). Let (X,) be a compact metric
space without isolated points and f ∈ C(X) be Devaney chaotic. Then the map f can be
extended to a map F ∈ C(X × I) (i.e., f is the basis map of F ) in such a way that F is
also Devaney chaotic, F has the same topological entropy as f and the sets X× {0} and
X× {1} are F -invariant.
An analogous theorem with ‘Devaney chaotic’ replaced by ‘topologically transitive’
(and with an additional assumption that f is not minimal) was proved in [9, Theorem 1.5]
and it was an open problem whether ‘dense periodicity’ can be added to ‘topological
transitivity’ in that theorem. Our Theorem 2 thus gives an affirmative answer to this and,
moreover, has interesting consequences which will be presented in Section 3.
To prove the theorem, we will need some preparation.
Given a compact metric space (M,σ) and maps h, k ∈ C(M), denote their distance
maxm∈M σ(h(m), k(m)) by d1(h, k). (Though the notation d1(h, k) does not contain the
symbols M and σ , we hope that no misunderstanding will arise.)
If (X,) and (Y, τ ) are compact metric spaces and F(x, y) = (f (x), gx(y)) and
Φ(x,y) = (ϕ(x),ψx(y)) are triangular maps from C(X × Y ), instead of the metric d1
we will use the metric d2 defined by
d2(F,Φ)= max
(x,y)∈X×Y
max
{

(
f (x),ϕ(x)
)
, τ
(
gx(y),ψx(y)
)}
=max{d1(f,ϕ),max
x∈X d1(gx,ψx)
}
.
We note that the metric spaces (C(X), d1) and (C(X × Y ), d2) are complete and the
corresponding topology in them is that of the uniform convergence.
For (x, y) ∈ X × Y let pr1(x, y) = x and pr2(x, y) = y . The identity map on Y will
be denoted by IdY or shortly by Id. In what follows the space Y will be the real interval
I = [0,1].
Lemma 3. Let (X,) be a separable 2nd category metric space and f ∈ C(X) be a map
which is topologically transitive and has the set of periodic points dense in X. Then for
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every finite family of nonempty open sets U1,U2, . . . ,Un in X there exists a periodic orbit
of f which intersects each of the sets Ui, i = 1,2, . . . , n.
Proof. Since f is transitive and X is separable and second category, there is a point x0
whose orbit is dense in X, hence visits each of the open sets Ui, i = 1,2, . . . , n. Now it is
sufficient to take a periodic point of f sufficiently close to x0. ✷
Lemma 4 [9]. Let (X,) be a compact metric space and let F = (f, gx) be a map from
C(X × I) having all fibre maps nondecreasing and leaving the endpoints of I fixed. Let
{a1, a2, . . . , an} be a subset of X and for i = 1,2, . . . , n let Ui be pairwise disjoint open
sets such that ai ∈ Ui . Suppose that hi are nondecreasing maps from C(I) leaving the
endpoints of I fixed, with d1(hi , gai ) < ε for some positive ε and i = 1,2, . . . , n. Then
there exists a map F˜ = (f, g˜x) ∈ C(X × I) having all fibre maps nondecreasing and
leaving the endpoints of I fixed such that d2(F, F˜ ) < ε, g˜ai = hi for i = 1,2, . . . , n and
g˜x = gx for x ∈X \⋃ni=1 Ui .
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix a periodic orbit P0 of f . Obviously, it is a nowhere dense closed
set in X. Consider the set F of all maps F = (f, gx) from C(X × I) which satisfy the
following three conditions:
(i) The basis map f is the map from the assumptions of the theorem.
(ii) For every x ∈X the map gx is nondecreasing and leaves the endpoints of I fixed.
(iii) gx is the identity map for all x ∈ P0.
By (ii), the sets X × {0} and X × {1} are invariant for any map from F . Further, every
map in F , having all fibre maps monotone, has the same entropy as f (see Section 1). So
it suffices to show that in F there is a transitive map whose set of periodic points is dense
in X× I .
Since the set F being a nonempty closed subset of the space C(X× I) is a complete
metric space, we can use the category arguments to prove the existence of such a map in
F . In [9, Proof of Theorem 1.5] it is proved that the set of transitive maps is residual in F
(the minimal set M considered there is now replaced by the orbit P0). Hence, to finish the
proof of the theorem it is sufficient to prove that the set FDP of maps in F with a dense set
of periodic points is also residual in F .
To this end let {UXi }∞i=1 be a basis for the topology of X and let {UIi }∞i=1 be all
open intervals with rational endpoints lying in the open interval (0,1). Let {Ui}∞i=1 be
an enumeration of the set {UXi × UIj : i, j ∈ N}. Then any open ball in X × I contains
some of the open sets Ui .
For any i = 1,2, . . . let F iSP (“P” stands for periodic and “S” stands for stable) be
defined as follows. A map G belongs to F iSP if and only if it belongs to F , has a periodic
point in Ui and all maps from F sufficiently close to G also have periodic points in Ui
(possibly different from periodic points of G). Obviously, F iSP is an open subset of F .
Since FDP ⊇⋂∞i=1F iSP, to show that FDP is residual in F it is sufficient to show that F iSP
is dense in F .
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To prove the density of the sets F i , fix i ∈ N, F = (f, gx) ∈ F and ε > 0. We areSP
going to prove that there exists a map G from F iSP which is ε-close to F . To simplify the
situation, assume that (pr1(Ui),P0) > 0 (if this is not the case, replace Ui by a smaller
rectangle U∗i ⊂Ui ).
First, take a positive integerN  4/ε. Further, take an open neighborhoodV of the orbit
P0 in the space (X,) such that (pr1(Ui),V ) > 0 and d1(gx, Id) < ε/4 for every x ∈ V
(note that gx = Id for x ∈ P0).
Since the set P0 is f -invariant, there is a nonempty open set W ⊆ V such that
W ∪ f (W) ∪ · · · ∪ f N(W) ⊆ V . By Lemma 3 there is a periodic point x0 of f such
that x0 ∈ pr1(Ui) and the orbit of x0 intersects W . Let r > 0 be the first positive integer
with f r(x0) ∈ W . Then f r(x0), f r+1(x0), . . . , f r+N−1(x0) ∈ V . Let s  0 be the first
nonnegative integer with f r+N+s (x0)= x0, i.e., r +N + s is the period of x0. Choose y0
with (x0, y0) ∈ Ui . Since all the fibre maps of F are onto, there is a point y∗ ∈ (0,1) such
that Fs
(
f r+N(x0), y∗
)= (x0, y0).
Case 1. z= pr2(F r(x0, y0)) is neither 0 nor 1.
Denote by g a map from C(I) having the following three properties:
(g1) d1(g, Id) < ε/4,
(g2) g is a nondecreasing map leaving the endpoints of I fixed,
(g3) gN(z)= y∗.
Further, consider a map h ∈C(I) having the following three properties:
(h1) d1(h, gx0) < ε/4,
(h2) h(y0)= gx0(y0),
(h3) h is constant on a compact interval [a, b] ⊆ pr2(Ui) containing the point y0 in its
interior.
Now take a map G= (f, g˜x) ∈F such that d2(G,F ) < ε/2 and
g˜x =


h if x = x0,
g if x ∈ {f k(x0): r  k  r +N − 1},
gx if x ∈
{
f k(x0): 1 k  r − 1 or r +N  k  r +N + s − 1
}
.
Such a map G exists by Lemma 4, because
d1(g˜x0, gx0)= d1(h, gx0) < ε/4
and, for x ∈ {f r(x0), f r+1(x0), . . . , f r+N−1(x0)},
d1(g˜x, gx)= d1(g, gx) d1(g, Id)+ d1(Id, gx) < ε/4+ ε/4 = ε/2.
The point (x0, y0) ∈Ui is periodic for G, because
Gr+N+s (x0, y0)=Gr+N+s−1
(
G(x0, y0)
)=Gr+N+s−1(F(x0, y0))
=GN+s(Fr(x0, y0))=GN+s(f r(x0), z)
=Gs(f r+N(x0), y∗)= Fs(f r+N(x0), y∗)= (x0, y0).
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Moreover, by (h3),
Gr+N+s
({x0} × [a, b])= {(x0, y0)}.
Since y0 ∈ (a, b), this implies that every map G˜ ∈F sufficiently close to G has the property
G˜r+N+s
({x0} × [a, b])⊆ {x0} × [a, b].
Hence G˜ has a periodic point in {x0} × [a, b] ⊆ Ui . It follows that G ∈ F iSP and so the
proof in Case 1 is finished.
Case 2. pr2(F r(x0, y0)) is either 0 or 1.
Then we use Lemma 4 to get a map H = (f,hx) ∈F such that d2(H,F ) < ε/2 and for
x ∈ {x0, f (x0), . . . , f r−1(x0)} the fibre maps hx are strictly increasing. Since y0 is neither
0 nor 1, we have that pr2(H r(x0, y0)) is neither 0 nor 1. Now use the Case 1 to get a map
G ∈F iSP with d2(G,H) < ε/2. Then d2(G,F ) < ε. ✷
3. Consequences of Extension theorem
Theorem 2 has surprisingly many interesting consequences. We divide them into several
groups.
Let us start with showing that in the Extension theorem one can replace the interval
fibres by circle ones.
Corollary 5 (Extension theorem with circle fibres). Let (X,) be a compact metric space
without isolated points and f ∈ C(X) be Devaney chaotic. Then the map f can be extended
to a map F ∈ C(X × S1) (i.e., f is the basis map of F ) in such a way that F is also
Devaney chaotic and, moreover, F has the same topological entropy as f .
Proof. Using Theorem 2, extend first the map f to a map G ∈ C(X × I) in such a
way that G is Devaney chaotic, h(G) = h(f ) and the sets X × {0} and X × {1} are G-
invariant. Consider the decompositionD of X× I whose elements are the sets {x}×{0,1},
x ∈X, and the individual points from the rest of the space X× I . Take the quotient space
Q := (X × I)/D. Since G maps an element of the decomposition D into an element of
D, there is a unique map F :Q→ Q with F ◦ p = p ◦ G, where the semiconjugacy is
the natural projection p :X × I → Q. It is straightforward that F is continuous: since
the map ϕ = p ◦G :X × I →Q is continuous and ϕ = F ◦ p, for each open set U ⊆Q,
ϕ−1(U)= p−1(F−1(U)) is open in X×I . Then, since p is a quotient map, the set F−1(U)
is open in Q. Thus F is continuous and, being a factor of the Devaney chaotic map G, is
also Devaney chaotic. Further, for the entropy we have h(f ) h(F ) h(G) because F is
a factor of G and it is easy to see that also f is a factor of F . Since h(G)= h(f ), we get
h(F )= h(f ). Since Q is homeomorphic to X× S1, we are done. ✷
Recall that the quotient space (X × I)/(X × {1}) is called the cone over X. We will
denote it by cone(X). The quotient space of X× I by the decomposition whose elements
are the sets X × {0} and X × {1} and the individual points from the rest of the space
X× I is called the suspension over X. We will denote it by susp(X). Let Sk and Dk denote
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the k-dimensional sphere and the k-dimensional disk, respectively. We will use the well-
known facts that the spaces cone(Sk) and susp(Sk) are homeomorphic to Dk+1 and Sk+1,
respectively.
Recall that ID(X) and ID(X × I) denote the infimum of the topological entropies
of all Devaney chaotic maps in X and all Devaney chaotic triangular maps in X × I ,
respectively. For the minima instead of the infima we use the analogous notations MD(X)
and MD(X× I).
Corollary 6 (General spaces). Let (X,) be a compact metric space without isolated
points. Then the following statements hold:
(a) For any Devaney chaotic map f ∈ C(X) there exist Devaney chaotic maps F1 ∈
C(X× I) and F2 ∈ C(X× S1) with h(F1)= h(F2)= h(f ). Hence
ID(X)= ID(X× I)= ID
(
X× S1)
and if one of these infima is minimum, then so are the others.
(b) For any Devaney chaotic map f ∈ C(X) there exists a Devaney chaotic map g ∈
C(cone(X)) with h(g)= h(f ). Hence
ID
(
cone(X)
)
 ID(X).
(c) For any Devaney chaotic map f ∈ C(X) there exists a Devaney chaotic map g ∈
C(susp(X)) with h(g) h(f ). Hence
ID
(
susp(X)
)
 ID(X).
Proof. (a) In the case of interval fibres use Theorem 2 and the fact that if F = (f, gx) ∈
C(X × I) then h(F )  h(f ). In the case of circle fibres use Corollary 5 instead of
Theorem 2.
(b) Let f ∈C(X) be Devaney chaotic. First, take its extensionF ∈ C(X×I) described
in Theorem 2. Since the set X × {1} is F -invariant, we can collapse it to a point. Using a
similar argument as in the proof of Corollary 5 we get that this procedure gives a Devaney
chaotic map g ∈ C(cone(X)). Since g is a factor of F , we have h(g) h(F )= h(f ). On
the other hand, X× {0} is g-invariant and the restriction of g to X × {0} is just f . Hence
h(g) h(f ).
(c) Given a Devaney chaotic map f ∈ C(X), similarly as in (b) we obtain a Devaney
chaotic map g ∈C(susp(X)) with h(g) h(F )= h(f ). ✷
Given a map F ∈C(X×I) with F -invariant setsX×{0} andX×{1}, the procedure of
passing to the suspension described in the proof of (c) does not give in general h(g)= h(F )
(there are simple examples with nonchaotic F and h(g) < h(F)). In spite of this we
conjecture that, similarly as in the case of the cone, also in the part (c) of the corollary
there exists g with h(g)= h(f ).
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Corollary 7 (Concrete spaces). The following statements hold:(a) [annulus] For the annulus we have
MD
(
I × S1)= (1/2) log2 and ID(S1 × I)= 0.
The minimum in the second formula does not exist and so there are Devaney chaotic
(triangular) maps in the annulus with arbitrarily small positive topological entropies.
Of course, also
ID
(
S1 × I)= 0.
(b) [cubes] For every n= 2,3, . . . ,
MD
(
In
)= (1/2) log2.
For every n = 2,3, . . . , there are Devaney chaotic maps from C(In) with arbitrarily
small positive topological entropies. Consequently,
ID
(
In
)= 0.
(c) [tori] For every n= 2,3, . . . , for the n-dimensional torus Tn := (S1)n we have
ID
(
Tn
)= 0.
The corresponding minima do not exist and so, for every n = 2,3, . . . , there
are Devaney chaotic (triangular) maps from C(Tn) with arbitrarily small positive
topological entropies. Of course, also
ID
(
Tn
)= 0.
(d) [spheres] For every n= 2,3, . . . , for the n-dimensional sphere Sn it holds
ID
(
Sn
)= 0.
Proof. (a) Use Corollary 6(a) and the facts that MD(I) = 1/2 log2, ID(S1) = 0 and
MD(S1) does not exist.
(b) We know that MD(I) = (1/2) log2 and so, to prove the first equality, it suffices to
use Corollary 6(a) and the induction on n. We are going to prove the second equality. By
Corollary 6(b) we have ID(cone(S1))  ID(S1) = 0. Since cone(S1) is homeomorphic to
the disk D2 (the square I 2), we get ID(I 2) = 0. Nevertheless we want to prove more,
namely that I 2 admits Devaney chaotic maps with arbitrarily small positive entropies.
Fix ε > 0. Since ID(S1) = 0 and MD(S1) does not exist, we can take a Devaney chaotic
map f ∈ C(S1) with 0 < h(f ) < ε. By Corollary 6(b) there is a Devaney chaotic map
g ∈ C(cone(S1)) with h(g) = h(f ), i.e., 0 < h(g) < ε. Since cone(S1) is homeomorphic
to I 2, in the dimension two we are done. For n > 2 use Corollary 6(b) and the induction
on n.
(c) This follows from Corollary 6(a) and the facts that ID(S1)= 0 and MD(S1) does not
exist.
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(d) By Corollary 6(b) we have ID(susp(S1))  ID(S1) = 0. Since susp(S1) is homeo-
morphic to the sphere S2, we get ID(S2) = 0. For n > 2 proceed similarly, by induction
on n. ✷
It seems that statement (b) in the case n = 2 could be obtained also by modifying the
example of the triangular map from [31].
We conjecture that, similarly as in (c), also in (d) it is true that there are Devaney chaotic
maps on Sn with arbitrarily small positive topological entropies.
Let us remark that in Corollary 6(b) we sometimes have a strict inequality (take X = I )
and sometimes equality (take X = S1). Similarly in Corollary 6(c).
4. Open problems and concluding remarks
Besides the conjectures mentioned after the proofs of Corollaries 6 and 7, several other
problems remain open, for instance:
(1) In Corollary 7 we have proved that on the annulus, as well as on the disks (cubes)
and tori of any dimension n 2 there are Devaney chaotic maps with arbitrarily small
positive topological entropies. Is it true that these spaces admit also Devaney chaotic
maps with zero entropies? In other words, is it true that not only the infima but also the
minima MD(S1 × I), MD(In) and MD(Tn) equal zero? (Notice that if this is true for
n= k then, by Corollary 6, this is true also for all n > k.)
(2) We have showed that for n 2, ID(Sn)= 0 but from the proof it is not clear whether
this is due to the existence of a Devaney chaotic map on Sn with zero entropy or due to
the existence of Devaney chaotic maps on Sn with arbitrarily small positive entropies.
Are both the statements true?
(3) Is it true that ID(M)= 0 for every n-dimensional (n 2) compact manifold M? Does
there exist MD(M)?
(4) Is it true that every (infinite) compact metric space admitting a Devaney chaotic map
admits also a Devaney chaotic map with positive topological entropy?
We wish to add the following remarks. Recall that in the proof of our Extension theorem
we had problems only with periodic points, because to cope with transitivity, we could
use a theorem from [9] saying that if X is a compact metric space and f ∈ C(X) is
transitive but not minimal (hence X has no isolated point) then the map f can be extended
to a map F ∈ C(X × I) in such a way that F is also transitive, the sets X × {0} and
X × {1} are F -invariant and F has the same topological entropy as f . The method of
the factorization used in the present paper has been overlooked in [9]. Using it, one can
prove for transitive maps analogues of our results from Section 3. Namely, an analogue of
Corollary 5 (with f non-minimal and with ‘transitive’ instead of ‘Devaney chaotic’) and
an analogue of Corollary 6 (with X that does not admit any minimal map). Corollary 7 also
partially works for transitive maps instead of Devaney chaotic ones. The differences are as
follows: (1) In (a), since the circle admits a transitive map with zero entropy (contrary to
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Devaney chaotic maps), it is probable that S1 × I admits a transitive triangular map with
zero entropy. (2) In (c) the minima for transitive maps exist (take irrational rotations).
The above open problems (except for the case of tori in the first one) make sense also
for transitive maps.
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